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QUESTION 1

An organization with IBM WebSphere Commerce V7.0 FEP 7 wants to create a customized template for a new search
landing page, which should be rendered on multiple devices. The developer has to create a custom template using the
default 12 column fluid grid system. 

Which of the following statements about the custom template is true? 

A. A row cannot have child elements spanning more than 12 columns 

B. A row is always divided into 12 columns regardless of the breakpoints 

C. The child elements in any row should have a flexible height, but the row height can be fixed 

D. The fluid grid system automatically ensures that margins are provided between the row\\'s child elements 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

An error similar to the following example is logged: 

What is the issue here? 

A. DynaCache is not enabled 

B. No parent organizations exist in the ORGENTITY table 

C. The member hierarchy of resource owner is invalid 

D. The MBRREL table is empty 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A client using IBM WebSphere Commerce Search has a requirement to display search results based on the product\\'s
profit margin. A search rule needs to be defined to achieve this requirement, and the client does not wish for the profit
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margin to be loaded into the attribute dictionary. An application developer has added the profit margin as a field called
"profitMargin" in the search index. 

Which three of the following tables need to be modified so that profitMargin is available for use in search rules? 

A. SRCHCONFEXT 

B. SRCHATTR 

C. SRCHTERM 

D. SRCHATTRDESC 

E. SRCHCONF 

F. SRCHATTRPROP 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

 

QUESTION 4

An IBM WebSphere Commerce promotion data model has been extended and a new custom table
X_PX_EXTENDEDPROMOTION is created with the key as PX_PROMOTION_ID. This new table will store Season and
Year information about each promotion. 

An application developer has executed the Data Server Layer (DSL) Wizard and customized Management Center UI.
The extended promotion information is visible in the Management Center for business users. Now, the business users
would like to modify this extended promotion information through the Management Center. 

Considering that the information is already visible in the Management Center for business users, which two components
in the DSL need to be introduced or modified to allow business users to update the custom promotion data? 

A. wc-business-object-mediator.xml 

B. wc-update-MyCompanyPromotion.tpl 

C. wc-object-relational-metadata.xml 

D. wc-query-MyCompanyPromotion-update.tpl 

E. wc-query-MyCompanyPromotion-get.tpl 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 5

An application developer needs to expand the shopping cart data, by persisting more data than the commerce shopping
cart ORDERS, ORDERITEMS tables permit. 
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Considering performance and code maintenance tradeoff, which approach should be used to achieve this? 

A. Create a new custom table and create an entity bean to map to this table. 

B. Modify the existing ORDERS. ORDERITEMS table, and create an entity bean to map to this table. 

C. Create a new custom table and modify the existing IBM WebSphere Commerce public entity bean. 

D. Modify the existing ORDERS. ORDERITEMS table and corresponding IBM WebSphere Commerce public entity
bean. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 6

An application developer recently installed Fix Pack 8 to their Fix Pack 5 IBM WebSphere Commerce Developer toolkit.
When the developer was in the process of executing the updateDB steps, they experienced a power outage on their
workstation several minutes after the scripts had been successfully running. 

After rebooting their system, the developer continued their upgrade where they left off on the updateDB steps, but the
script failed immediately after it was started. The following errors were observed in the logs: 
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Upon researching the -612 error code, the following information is provided: 

"A non-unique name was specified where a unique name is required. Column names must be uniquewithin an index, a
table, or a view, and in the UPDATE OF clause of a trigger definition." 

What is the most likely cause of this issue, and how should it be rectified? 

A. The -612 error code indicates that configureDatabaseFixpack.xml contains duplicate database commitment
statements for the GEONODE table. The developer will need to restore configureDatabaseFixpack.xml before they can
continue with the updateDB script. 

B. The -612 error code indicates that configureDatabaseFixpack.xml contains duplicate corrupt entries. The developer
will need to re-run the Fix Pack upgrade before they can re-run the updateDB script. 

C. The -612 error code indicates that the database changes have been committed via configureDatabaseFixpack.xml to
a duplicate GEONODE table. The developer will need to delete the duplicate table and re-run the updateDB script. 

D. The -612 error code indicates that the database change which updateDB is trying to perform has already been
successfully completed previously. The developer will need to restore the database and re-run the updateDB script. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 7

A company wants to extend the product display page to display some proprietary information. For example, the ability to
support up to 20 messages that could be engraved on the item. How can this new information be stored and displayed
with minimal effort? 

A. Save the information in a new XCATENTRY table, create a subnoun in the OOB Catalog Entry noun and then use
DSL to access the new data 

B. Save this information in a new XCATENTRY table and create a new access/data bean to retrieve the data 

C. Save the information in the provided custom fields in CATENTRY (e.g. fieldl, field2, etc ..). map this to the existing
CatalogEntry noun and then use message mapping to call a NVP command to retrieve the data 

D. Save this information in the provided custom fields in CATENTRY (egfieldl, field2, etc ...) and reuse the existing
access/data bean 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

When setting up a build a process using IBM WebSphere Commerce Build and Deploy, an application developer needs
to store sensitive information, such as email server usernames and passwords. Which of the following is the most
appropriate location to place these properties? 

A. WCBD_installdir//wcbd/wcbd-encode-properties 

B. WCBD_installdir/wcbd/wcbd-build.properties 

C. WCBD_installdir/wcbd/wcbd-build.private.properties 

D. WCBD_installdir/wcbd/wcbd-build-secure.properties 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 9

A developer has created a new custom table that needs to be staged to production. Which of the following activities
needs to be performed in order to achieve this goal? 

A. Add the custom table entry to the STAGLOG table, and create database triggers to record the changes in the custom
table to the STG tables (STGMERTAB, STGSITETAB or STGMRSTTAB) 

B. Add the custom table entry to the STG tables (STGMERTAB, STGSITETAB or STGMRSTTAB) as needed, and
create database triggers to record the changes in the custom table to the STAGLOG table 

C. Modify stagingprop utility to add custom tables for stage propagation 
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D. Add the custom table entry to wc-stageprop.xml 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 10

A developer wants to customize the IBM WebSphere Commerce Search REST Runtime Framework to introduce a new
search control parameter \\'_wcf.search.extendedSearchField\\' and pass its value from the storefront. 

Which file should the developer change to introduce a new search control parameter and add its mapping to the
storefront parameter? 

A. schema.xml 

B. wc-search.xml 

C. wc-component.xml 

D. wc-rest-resourceconfig.xml 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 11

A developer runs the script to enable IBM Management Center for WebSphere Commerce. 

Which of the following is true about this operation? 

A. The SITE table will be updated with the feature which was enabled 

B. It automatically enables Store Enhancement feature 

C. Additional feature dependencies will also need to be enabled 

D. The Database schema will be unaffected, but data will be mass-loaded into the tables 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following technologies used by the Storefront Test Automation Engine can be used to simulate browser
interactions during testing? 

A. Selenium 
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B. JUnit 

C. Freemarker 

D. ICU 

Correct Answer: D 
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